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Abstract--A fourth order family of methods to approximate numerical integration of periodic initial value 
problem x" =f(t, x) is presented. The method can be regarded as a P-stable modification of the Numerov 
method which originally has interval of periodicity (0, 6). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we consider the numerical solution of the second order periodic initial value problem: 
x"=f ( t ,x ) ,  X(to)=Xo, x'(to)=X6, (1) 
using a linear multistep method of the form: 
k k 
E ~jx.+j = h 2 E ,BJ.+j, k >i 2. (2) 
j=0 j=0 
Equation (1) occurs frequently in physical representations. 
The commonly used St6rmer-Cowell methods (belonging to the above mentioned category) of 
order greater than two are, in the terminology used by Steifel and Bettis [1], orbitally unstable. 
A related useful notion is that of P-stability. A method is termed P-stable if it's interval of 
periodicity is (0, ~).  Lambert and Watson [2] proved that the order of a P-stable linear multistep 
method cannot exceed two. However, Cash [3], Jain et al. [4] and Chawla and Rao [5] have been 
successful in obtaining fourth and sixth order P-stable modifications. It is well-known that the 
fourth order Numerov method belonging to the family of St6rmer-Cowell methods, has a finite 
interval of periodicity (0, 6). The purpose of this work has been to modify the Numerov method 
so as to make it P-stable. 
2. DERIVATION OF THE METHOD 
We consider a two-step hybrid modified Numerov formula 
xn+, - 2xn + x~_l = h2/(12N) [f~+, + 10f~ + f~-i + fl(fn+~ +f~-~)]. (3) 
It will be fourth order if fl = 6(N - 1) and • = l/x/-6. The leading term in the truncation error of 
formula (3) is 
h6[1/360 - 1/864 (1 + 5/N)]x~ ) (4) 
We use O(h4)approximations for x~+ i/~ and x~_ 1/~ as given below: 
X~+l/vrg= Ax~+ ~ + Bxn + Cx~_~ + h2(Df~+l + Ef~ + Ff~_~) (5) 
x~_ t/~ = A "xn+ ~ + B'x~ + C'x~_ ~ + h 2 (D'f~+ ~ + E'f~ + F'fn_ 1), (6) 
where 
A = (1 + 1 / , /g -  s ) /2  
c = (1 - 1/,,/g - B)/2 
D = [B - 2E - (5 + 15 x/~)/(18 x/6)l/4 
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A'  = (1 - l /v /6  - B')/2 
C'  = (1 + l /v /6  - B')/2 
D'  = [B' - 2E '+ (5 - 15 x//6)/(l 8 x/~)]/4 
F '  = [B ' -  2E '  - (5 + 15X//6)/(18w/r6)]/4. (8) 
B, B',  E and E '  are free parameters. The error terms associated with the approximations (5) and 
(6) are 
[(180B -- 432E - 145)/864]h 4 x(. 4) + O(h 5) (9) 
and 
[(180B' - 432E'  - 145)/864]h 4 xC, 4) + O(hS). (10) 
3. STABIL ITY  ANALYS IS  
We now proceed to investigate the stability properties of  formula (3) to determine if a suitable 
selection of  some of  the free parameters could produce a P-stable formula. Applying formula (3) 
to the test equation x"= -co2t, where o~ is a real constant and setting H = oh,  we obtain the 
difference equation: 
x .+ j -2x .+x._~ = -H2/(12N) {x.+~ + 10x. + x._2 
+ 6(U - 1) [0.5(1 + l /x/~ - B)x.+, + Bx. + 0.5(1 - 1/x/~ - B)x._ l - H: .S  
+0.5(1 - 1/x /~-B ' )x .+ , + B'  x. + 0.5(1 + 1/x /~-B ' )x . _  , -H2 .T ]}  (11) 
where 
S = (1/4) [B - 2E - (5 + 15 x/6)/(18 V/6)]x. +, 
+Ex.+f l /4 ) [B -2E+(5-15x/~) / f lSx /g ) ]x . _  , (12) 
and 
T = (1/4) [B' - 2E '  + (5 - 15 x/~)/(18 x//6)lx._, 
+E'x ,+(1 /4) [B ' -2E ' - (5+ 15x//-6)/(18x//6)lx,_,. (13) 
Or, letting E" = E + E', B" = B + B' and rearranging terms, we obtain 
A (H) (x. +, + x._, ) - 2B (H)x. = 0, (14) 
where 
A (H) = 1 + H2/(I 2N) [6N - 5 - 3 (N - 1)B" ] + 0.125(1 - 1/N)H 4 (2E" - B" + 5/3) (15) 
and 
B(H) = 1 + H2/(12N) [ - 5 - 3(N - 1)B"] + 0.250 (1 - I /N )H 'E"  (16) 
The characteristic equation for the difference equation (14) is 
A(H)  (~2 + 1) -- 2B(H)  ~ = 0. (17) 
Following Cash [3], Jain et al. [4] and Chawla and Rao [5]. we obtain the following two conditions 
for the P-stability of  the method: 
A(H)  -4- B(H) > 0, for all H > 0. (18) 
These conditons lead to the following four cases: 
1. N > 1. the method will be P-stable provided 
B'<5/3 .  B" < l - 2/ [3(N-1)]  and B" < 4E" + 5/3; 
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2. N < 0, the method will be P-stable  provided 
B" < 5/3, B" < 5/[3(1 - N)] and B" < 4E" + 5/3 
3. 0 < N < 1, the condit ions for P-stabi l i ty  take the form 
B">5/3 ,  B" > 5/[3(I - N)] and B" > 4E" + 5/3 
4. N = 1 (original Numerov).  
The method has interval of  periodicity (0, 6). 
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